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2002 Program Overview

**Thursday, September 26th**

05:00-9:00  Registration - *North Point Lounge*

05:00-07:00  Executive Board Meeting - *Amador Room*

07:00-9:00  Poster Session I with cash bar - *Presidio Ballroom*

**Friday, September 27th, Presidio Ballroom**

07:15-08:15  Continental Breakfast

08:15-08:30  Welcoming Remarks (Raymond Knight and Ann Kring)

08:30-09:30  Invited Talk I – Barbara Knowlton, “Psychiatric manifestations of basal ganglia disorders”

09:30-10:30  Paper Session I – Cognitive Functioning in Schizophrenia and Developmental Disorders

10:30-11:00  Coffee Break

11:00-12:00  Presidential Address - Raymond A. Knight, “Hunting Snarks and Battling Jabberwocks: A Knight's Quest for Etiology and Typology in Sexual Aggression against Women”

12:00-01:15  Discussion Lunch with Robert Heinssen – “The Translational Research Initiative at NIMH: Bringing Science into Practice”

01:30-03:00  Symposium I - Clinical and Psychophysiological Markers of Risk for Depressive Disorders (Chair: Gerard E. Bruder).

03:00-03:30  Coffee Break

03:30-05:00  Symposium II - Parsing Psychopathy into More Etiologically Homogeneous Subtypes and Dimensions (Chair: Joseph Newman)

05:00-06:00  Members Business Meeting - *Amador Room*

05:00-06:30  Student Social Hour - *Marin Room*

**Saturday, September 28th, Presidio Ballroom**

08:00-09:00  Continental Breakfast

09:00-10:00  Invited Talk II – Stephen Grossberg, “The Imbalanced Brain: From Normal Behavior to Schizophrenia”

10:00-11:00  Paper Session II (In-Depth Papers) – Methodological and Statistical Issues in Psychopathology Research

11:00-11:30  Coffee Break

11:30-01:00  Paper Session III – Life Stress, Cognition, and Intervention in Recurrent Psychiatric Disorders

01:00-02:30  Lunch (on your own)

02:30-04:00  Symposium III – Childhood Mood Disorders: Basic Processes, Longitudinal Outcome, and Treatment (Chair: David Miklowitz)

04:00-04:30  Coffee Break

04:30-05:30  Zubin Award Address: Rue Cromwell - “Schizophrenia: The fate of Shakow's adumbration”

06:30-07:30  Cocktail Hour - *North Point Lounge*

07:30  Banquet - *North Point Lounge*

**Sunday, September 29th**

07:30-09:30  Executive Meeting - *Balclutha Board Room*

09:00-11:00  Poster Session II with Breakfast Buffet - *Presidio Ballroom*